New Show Submission Form

After review of your submission, you will be contacted and a meeting with the KVIK Coordinator will be arranged.

Student submitting idea: ___________________________________________________

Major: __________________________________________________________________

Year of graduation: __________________________________________________________________

Phone number: (____)____________ Email: ________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

Your KVIK participation history:


What facilities/equipment are you qualified to use?

Why do you want to be a producer?

Show title (if known): _______________________________________________________

Is this a special or a series? _______ Length: 30mins 1hr Other: _______
(A “special” is a one time submission while a “series” is an ongoing sequence of shows)

If a series, how many shows do you see will be produced each quarter? _____________

Give a brief description of the show:
Please include a rundown of a sample program (if possible at this time), including sample content.

What is the rationale for this program to be a KVIK production with a university and community audience?

Describe the production in as much detail as known at the time.

Please provide a production timetable for the quarter if known.

If applicable, please attach scripts for a narrative production.

Additional comments:

---

If you have any questions regarding this form or the submission of a show idea in general, email KVIK at AS.KVIK@wwu.edu or call us at 360.650.2343.